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an annual delivery of such Chinese objets de luxe as might be
required, provided that he was allowed to build a substantial town
at Hugh" for the permanent residence of his nationals and their
priests. Akbar gladly consented and gave instructions to the Vice-
roy of Dacca, within whose jurisdiction Hugli lay, that every pos-
sible facility was to be provided, hinting at the same time that
should there be any obstruction in the flow of supplies, the Viceroy
would probably lose his appointment.
In such fortunate circumstances it was small wonder that Hugli
went ahead very rapidly. The Augustinians arrived in 1599 and
raised the necessary money to build a monastery, called after St.
Nicholas of Tolentino, and a church, named Our Lady of the
Rosary. Trade was by no means confined to the supply of the
Court. Articles in general demand were also imported. But, be-
sides genuine merchants and ecclesiastics, men of an undesirable
type began to flock to a town where money was so plentiful.
Criminals and fugitives from Portuguese Asia found asylum there,
as the Governor was neither appointed by, nor subordinate to,
Goa, being elected by the inhabitants. It became also a place of
resort for pirates and slavers. Soldiers of fortune, who found resi-
dence in Goa too restricted for their tastes, arrived in substantial
numbers and from thence spread down the coast eastwards to
Arakan and Pegu. It was such men who had founded some years
earlier, with the permission of the Arakanese king, the trading
port of Dianga close to Chittagong, then the frontier town of the
Arakenese dominion. Some pined the Arakanese and Burmese
service, and there were cases of them setting up independent
principalities on islands in the great Bay. We shall hear a great
deal more about them, for it was among these bravoes that
Manrique was shortly destined to pass the strangest and most
exciting years of his life.
For the moment he settled down at the monastery of St. Tolen-
tino to the strict and narrow life of a missionary friar. He con-
tinued his study of Hindustani, a language not spoken in south-
west India, and was able to become acquainted with the practices
of Hinduism far more directly than at Goa, where the Hindu
temples had been destroyed. Unlike de Nobili, however, who at
this date was still at Madura, he made no attempt to understand
its philosophy or to converse with any Brahmin5*pundits. He was
content to observe, and like many others before and since was
profoundly shocked by what he saw.
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